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A.   After omni_sv service fails the third time, the package dp will failover to node neo. 
B.   After omni_sv service fails the second time, the package dp will failover to node neo. 
C.   After omni_sv service fails the third time, the package dp will failover to node anderson. 
D. After omni_sv service fails the second time, the package dp will failover to node 
anderson. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 142 
Consider the following excerpt from the cluster ascii file:
NODE_NAME  zappa
        NETWORK_INTERFACE  lan0
               HEARTBEAT_IP  192.168.0.20 

NETWORK_INTERFACE  lan2
               STATIONARY_IP  192.154.0.20 

NETWORK_INTERFACE  lan6 
HEARTBEAT_IP  192.168.5.20

      NETWORK_INTERFACE  lan4 
Which statement is true? 

A.   lan4 is a standby interface; lan2 does not carry heartbeat packets 
B.   lan4 is a standby interface; lan6 carries heartbeat and all data packets 
C. lan4 is a standby interface for lan6; lan6 carries only heartbeat packets 
D. lan4 is a standby interface for lan2 and lan6; lan6 carries only heartbeat packets 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 143 
Consider the following entry in the /etc/rc.config.d/cmcluster file.

AUTOSTART_CMCLD=1 
Which parameter in the cluster ascii file is most affected by this entry? 

A.   CMCLD_TIMEOUT 
B. CMCLD_RUN_START 
C. AUTOSTART_CMCLD 
D. AUTOSTART_TIMEOUT 
E. HEARTBEAT_INTERVAL 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 144
 
What is the function of the lock disk in a Serviceguard cluster?
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A.   determines which node becomes the cluster coordinator 
B.   keeps a record of volume groups activated in exclusive mode 
C. ensures that Quorum is present the entire time the cluster is up 
D. avoids the cluster splitting into two running clusters with the same number of nodes and 
prevents split brain syndrome 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 145 
Click the Task button to begin. Configure a Serviceguard package by dragging and dropping 
the appropriate options into the empty field locations. The package will be called 
missionspace and should start automatically. The package will have an IP address of 
10.20.30.10 on the 10.20.30.0 network. A failure of the 10.20.30.0 network will cause the 
package to fail over to the adoptive node. The package will run on fiona as the primary node 
and fail back from shrek manually. A service process called space_monitor will be used to 
monitor the health of the package. The monitor is started by running the script 
/etc/cmcluster/missionspace/missionspace.sh and passing it the argument monitor. A second 
failure of this process will cause the package to fail to the alternate node without affecting 
the node it is running on. The package control script 
is/etc/cmcluster/missionspace/missionspace.cntl. 
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Answer: 

QUESTION: 146
 
Click the Exhibit button.
 
Based on the cmviewcl output, how many times can the package service oracle9i be restarted
 
before the package ora_pkg fails over to system_b?
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A.  0 
B.  1 
C. 2 
D. 3 
E. unlimited 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 147
 
During a rolling upgrade of Serviceguard software, which statement is correct?
 

A.   You need at least two nodes running the same Serviceguard release. 
B.   Binary configuration files are compatible between different releases of Serviceguard. 
C. You cannot delete Serviceguard software (using swremove) from a node while the cluster 
is in the process of a rolling upgrade. 
D. Within a Serviceguard cluster, no more than three different versions of Serviceguard can 
be running while the rolling upgrade is in progress. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 148
 
Click the Exhibit button.
 
Which statement describes the correct action Serviceguard takes in the event of a primary
 
network card failure on system_a?
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A.   Halt package ora_pkg. 
B.   Failover the package ora_pkg to system_b. 
C. Configure the standby LAN card with the same configuration as the primary LAN card 
on system_a. 
D. Configure the standby LAN card with the same configuration as the primary LAN card
on both systems. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 149
 
Click the Task button.
 
Using drag and drop, arrange the steps in the correct order to build and run a two node

Serviceguard CFS cluster.
 

Answer: 
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